SUMMER CAMPERS TO HOLD UNION MEETING OF STUDENTS WHO WERE AT EAST MACHIAS CAMP THIS SUMMER.

The 1915 Summer Camp Reunion will be held in the main room of the Union on next Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock. The committee in charge has arranged a varied program for the event and all the professors who were at Technology, Maine, this summer will be present to give the local atmosphere. Dean Burton and Professors Breed and Russell are scheduled to give short talks.

The names of the members of Team A, captained by Lowel Cady, '17, have been engraved on the championship cup and this will be exhibited. Business matters are to

WIRELESS SOCIETY

Party Limited To Twenty Men For Tomorrow's Trip.

There are only about five or six places left on the sign-up list for the trip to the new naval wireless station at Chelsea which the Radio Society will make tomorrow, leaving in Rogers steps at 1.45 o'clock sharp. The apparatus, which is open to the inspection of those making the trip, is of the most modern design and is not usually open to the general public.

W. J. Henry '18 has a sign-up slip and there is an additional one in the electrical laboratory.

The committee is working hard to make the banquet which is to be held Monday, December 20, a special one. The committee has decided to hold two meetings, one on November 29, the first meeting, to become acquainted with the membership of the society, and the second one on December 20, the second meeting, to hold elections for the society.

MINING SOCIETY

The Mining Society will give a smoker tonight at 7.30 o'clock at the Westminster Hotel. Mr. W. Spencer Hutchinson, '92, will take the place of Mr. A. L. Rogers, '96, who has been ill. Mr. B. H. Gage, '91, an officially announced speaker, and his subject will be "The Mines of the Western World." The society is planning to give a large and successful program.

REINVESTMENT FOR SUCCESSFUL CONCERT

Well Executed Numbers Pleased Audience—Men Entertained Over-night.

About forty members of the Combined Musical Clubs left last Tuesday for New Bedford where they gave their most successful concert of the season. The auditorium of the High School, which has a seating capacity of fourteen hundred, was nearly filled and undoubtedly would have been packed had it not been election day. The concert was the auspices of the Class of 1912. The success of the concert was gratifying to the men on the chorus who have been working hard to reach their present state of perfection. The success is the result of the hard work and cooperation of all the members.

WHAT IS BUSINESS?

Mr. Fish of the Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company talked on "What is business," before a large number of students yesterday in the Union. He said, "Business is something that everyone must have. By answering of a small advertisement in a paper Mr. Cooper of St. Louis secured a position which led to his building there a bridge across the Mississippi. Neither his friends nor himself had the necessary capital but his personality, tact, and courage enabled him to secure the necessary money and complete the bridge. This illustrates what business is: the producing of results is its object. The amount of business performed at a profit is the measure of its success. Everything made for mankind. If one invents something that is a necessity of life and is able to produce it at a profit he becomes rich."

Mr. Fish then talked of the history of business and the necessity of serious business, as well as the need for careful planning and preparation. He pointed out the importance of education and the necessity for serious study.
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